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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 Kaplan College Test Preparation provides educational products and services to help improve the testing scores of 
college-seeking Turkish students. The college-testing program is intended to further develop students testing skills 
and educational confidence as they seek to prepare for complicated college applicant tests. 

Since this is a relatively new product/service offering in the Turkish market, Kaplan needs to implement an 
effective marketing plan to reach specific goals of increasing college and high-school partnerships in all of 
Istanbul in 2015 and then in all of Turkey by 2025. To accomplish these goals, the company needs to focus on 
communicating Kaplan, Turkey’s unique points of difference to the appropriate target markets.

To facilitate enhancing brand image, equity, and loyalty through positive recognition the U.S. Kaplan logo will be 
used. The logo will establish the link and brand quality of the world-wide Kaplan image into the Turkish program. 
This brand image and our service message will be broadcasted via word-of-mouth referrals, social media, and 
traditional media. Placement and advertising through such mediums will prove to be the most effective and 
successful marketing campaign.

Throughout the implementation process, the ideal sales structure for Kaplan, Turkey will take advantage of 
personal selling, Internet sales, and college referrals in order to reach the target market and provide the relevant 
services to the relevant consumers. 

The remainder of this marketing plan as well as logistical technicalities details the above information and provides 
a clear-view of the optimal marketing strategy for this ideal market and industry. 
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MISSION/VISION

Kaplan Turkey exists to help students better prepare for their college entrance exams. In the process of tutoring 
and guiding student learning, we will help them develop better testing skills and more confidence to attend a 
university. Kaplan Test program will help the eager students of Turkey gain more of an educational competitive 
advantage when testing for colleges. Our program has proven successful in America and with the increasing 
educational and economic relationship of Turkey, we are confident our program will be assimilated into the 
Turkish educational culture. Nearly 70 years ago, Kaplan pioneered the test prep industry in the United States. 
Today Kaplan has become the leading educational services company in the world. They have helped more than 
3 million individuals achieve their educational and career goals through their extensive testing programs. Kaplan 
programs range from high school and college admissions consulting to graduate school, professional licensing, 
and English language training. With the rise of Internet education Kaptest.com is the company's portal to these 
programs. The site includes the programs, articles, access to special events, tools, and more that are all geared 
towards individual’s specific educational goals and interests. In addition, the site allows customers to search for 
and enroll in Kaplan's classroom-based courses at more than 180 centers worldwide, access online test prep and 
admissions programs, sign up for private tutoring, and purchase books, software, and other retail products through 
the site's online store. Turkey will be another key center added to Kaplan’s already extensive worldwide offerings 
and will be a portal for opening up the country to high-quality educational services. Each individual community 
on the site provides users with the information, tools, and advice they need through a rich, interactive, and 
personalized environment.

 

The primary mission of kaptest.com is to provide our users with more options to suit their individual schedules, 
budgets, and learning styles. Classes, online, tutoring, books, software... no other company provides you with 
more ways to succeed. The goal? To help each individual customer achieve their educational and career goals—
one success story at a time.

- Kaptest.com
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Business Goals
v Develop customer base of at least 8% of Turkish college seeking students in first few years if 

inception.
v Become established educational tool amongst Turkish culture.

Strategic Goals
v Establish reputation as one of the top education assistant tools in the country.
v Gain trust of local students and families of quality and reliability.
v Acquire governmental acceptance and assimilation of tutoring into Turkish education system.

Tactical Goals
v Hire 2-3 full time Kaplan Tutors.
v Train determined number of grad students to train college-seeking students in the University.
v Establish trusting relationship with Bahcesehir University and subsequent universities in the 

future.
v Acquire local middleman/intermediary to handle shipment and storage of inventory.
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CORE COMPETENCIES

Operating in a large and standardized market our company will differentiate itself with the following core 
competencies:

1. Personal Communication- Tutors will effectively and productively engage with students to establish 
trust and work one-on-one with student. This program will provide clearer explanation of complicated 
education system and thus, guarantee further success of student being accepted into college.

2. Innovative Educational Tools- Kaplan will generate novel Turkish educational tools to improve the current 
educational offerings giving participating students a competitive advantage.

3. Inspirational Orientation- Our high-quality and customized service will motivate, empower, and help 
inspire confidence in students applying to reputable universities.

4. Strategic Partnership- Kaplan will establish a strategic alliance with Turkish Universities to establish a 
credible reputation as well as be able to provide more valuable service offerings and locations.

CORE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Since we are operating in a market that is currently public, generalized, and free, our core competitive advantage 
is offering a service that is high quality and customizable. A majority of current tutoring programs offered in Turkey 
are provided by the government and thus, they are highly standardized and don’t meet individual students needs. 
So, despite the fact the current service offerings are free, the quality of tutoring is not meeting the current market 
demand. We will fulfill that growing need by providing a high quality-tutoring program that is customized and 
specific to each participating student. 

SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS
v New on market
v Offers scholarship
v More personalized and customized Service
v Higher quality
v Unify and strengthen the American and Turkish Relationship during their merging economic ties

WEAKNESSES
v Lack of cultural knowledge
v Current competition is free
v Government resistance
v New system so market may be hesitant to utilize
v New product, unknown demand thus have to create our known demand

OPPORTUNITIES
v Rapidly growing youth population
v Wealth of Turkish culture increasing
v Capture market share in a market that is currently free
v More ease of entry into the Turkish education system
v Creating an established flow between Turkey and the U.S.
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THREATS
v Government Intervention in Tutoring Program
v Competition with free offerings in marketplace
v Cultural Threat from U.S. education offerings
v Implementation Costs
v Possible lack of assimilation of program due to risk of entering a highly regulated country and 

free competition

COMPANY ANALYSIS

Originally established in 1938, Kaplan has become the industry leader in test preparation services in both the 
United States and Europe.    Today, Kaplan provides test preparation services for both college and graduate 
school admissions exams in addition to other professional exams including medical and nursing licensing tests as 
well as bar examination reviews.  All of the company’s test prep resources can be found at its primary website, 
www.kaptest.com.  Among these resources are books and computer software in addition to online test prep 
resources.  Kaplan is well positioned in many worldwide markets, as the company has over 180 test preparation 
centers in both the United States and Europe where students can sign up for classroom instruction by trained 
professionals for a variety of entrance examinations as well as receive access to other company test prep 
resources.

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Students wishing to enter into a 4 year university in Turkey must complete the Student Selection Examination 
as a prerequisite.  The exam is administered in June at a set location in all of the 151 centers located in Turkey.  
In contrast to the United States, this exam has increased importance because it is placed in combination with a 
student’s preference list to determine the specific university and program in which they are placed.  Placement 
of students is done through a combination of central placement and their score on the student selection exam.    
Students make a list of the university and programs they prefer and then are placed in combination with these 
preferences, their scores and quotas and capacities available in each program.  Therefore, the exam has a 
significant impact on the career path and program tracks available for students.

As recently as 2005, 1,730,876 students applied for 4 year education and took the examination.  Of these, only 
607,994 were placed in a university program, reflecting the intense competition for placement spots at Turkish 
universities.  

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

Because of the importance placed on this one time examination, there is a relatively high competitive environment 
of placement exam prep centers.  These centers, known as dershane in Turkey, provide afterschool and weekend 
prep centers for students preparing to take the Student Selection Exam.   According to a recent study done by the 
Istanbul Chamber of Public Accountants and Financial Advisors, almost 1.5 billion TL was spent in the past year on 
private exam prep instruction in courses that are formally registered with the Student Selection and Placement 
Center.  In addition, another 45 million TL was spent on courses that are not formally registered.  Private tutoring 
for the Student Selection Exam is estimated to have totaled 300 million TL while more than 200 million TL is 
estimated to have been spent on prep materials for the Student Selection Exam.  While there appears to be 
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significant growth in afterschool and weekend prep centers as well as formal and informal classes and tutoring 
sessions, none of these competitors maintain the brand recognition and worldwide resources and success that 
Kaplan has in this field.  It is also worth noting that there has not been the establishment of a dominant brand 
in terms of market share, something Kaplan has been able to uniquely establish in the United States and other 
European markets.  

 

CUSTOMER ANALYSIS

The Kaplan test prep service will be targeted towards all juniors and seniors in high school and their parents.  The 
decreasing median age in Turkey is favorable for our product.  Our initial entry into the market will be focused on 
Uskudar American Academy, widely considered one of the most prestigious and challenging schools in Istanbul 
that also emphasizes learning in English.  According to the CIA World Factbook, school life expectancy in Turkey 
averages around 11 years for both genders in 2006.  By targeting high school students in this stage, our program 
may increase the likelihood that students will continue their education and attend college.  From the DAP results 
in 2009, the Values, Attitudes, and Lifestyles grouping in Turkey is divided between two main groups: Moderns and 
Traditionalists.

Of the 32% of Moderns, our target markets are the New Europeans (12%) and the Pioneers (12%).  The New 
Europeans are professionals who can work all over the world and can envision living in another country.  They 
want fast changes in economic and social affairs but can be easily discouraged.  Our test preparation program 
will help keep this segment keep focused during this critical time in their education, as well as provide with them 
opportunities to study or live abroad.  Pioneers are also well educated individuals who are self confident and 
enjoy the western life styles and values.  They want to guide young people and they appreciate the importance of 
technology.  For this segment, we will focus on the American style tutoring and the possibility of admission to a 
college in the United States using their Turkish college entrance exam scores.

The main VAL groups in Turkey fall under the Traditionalists with 68% of the population.  Our market segments 
within this group are the Strivers and Simples who make up 37% and 18% of the population, respectively.  These 
people, on average, are included in the middle class income bracket and they believe in education to reach higher 
strata.  Strivers have little chance for good education because they are restricted by their lack of money or cultural 
values.  The Kaplan Test Preparation Program in Turkey will offer a book, compact disc, and internet streaming 
option that will cut the costs of travel and the service cost of one-on-one tutoring.  In addition to the guarantee 
score increase, we will offer a scholarship for the top five students who score the best on their official college 
entrance exam.  Both the self-motivated approach and the scholarship will be emphasized for the Striver market 
segment.  Not only do Simples have the ambition to rise, but they also actively try to find a way to rise above.  
They love fashion and high technology products and attempt to stay in front of the trend.  For this segment, we 
will highlight the guaranteed score improvement and the scholarship opportunity. 
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MARKET-PRODUCT FOCUS

KAPLAN COLLEGE TEST PREPARATION PROGRAM

In addition to selling preparation material for the standardized college admissions tests, the Kaplan program will 
also offer different levels of tutoring services.  

Kaplan Study Guidebook with CD: includes the most comprehensive test prep program available. The guide 
includes a downloadable audio coaching session, a CD-ROM with additional full-length practice tests, fresh practice 
questions delivered monthly via e-mail, downloadable content for PDAs and cellphones, and a personalized online 
progress report that adapts to a student's goals and schedule.

Kaplan Online Test Preparation: this flexible and convenient online option allows students to study on their own 
schedule 24/7 access. The course includes all the content review, test-taking strategies, and practice needed 
to get the higher scores necessary for college admittance. Kaplan's Online Course is a self-paced program with 
individualized, adaptive lessons based on Diagnostic and Practice Test results.  This program keeps students 
motivated through interactive lessons and provides real practice with 2 full-length practice tests.  This course 
features online student and parent reports with Smart Reports™—progress, performance, and homework tracking, 
as well as adaptive online instruction with Smart Track—customized study plan, videos, and 1,000+ practice 
questions.  This course also includes the Kaplan Higher Score Guarantee. 

Kaplan Classroom Test Preparation: is a cutting-edge, customized classroom program led by top-scoring teachers 
who will use dynamic lesson plans to customize classroom sessions. Kaplan will provide many convenient class 
options and locations.  Like the Online Test Prep, this course also features online student and parent reports 
with Smart Reports™—progress, performance, and homework tracking, as well as adaptive online instruction 
with Smart Track—customized study plan, videos, and 1,000+ practice questions.  This course also includes the 
Kaplan Higher Score Guarantee.  In addition to these features, Kaplan will supply comprehensive study materials, 
including a lesson book, flashcards, as well as online workshops and quizzes.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Ø 6 comprehensive, 3-hour class sessions
Ø Each session includes direct instruction, guided group work, independent practice, and fun activities to 

keep class engaging
Ø 4 full-length SAT Practice Tests, proctored just like Test Day

 
Kaplan College Prep Advantage: Unlimited prep and resources from the time the student signs up through June of 
their senior year.  Get the most complete test prep and college admissions program available with comprehensive 
prep for every admissions test you take, plus step-by-step guidance throughout the college application process. In 
addition to all the feature of the Kaplan Classroom Test Preparation, College Prep Advantage will also include:

COURSE STRUCTURE
Ø 18 hours of in-person or Live Online instruction
Ø 4 full-length Practice Test experiences, proctored just like Test Day
Ø Online course that includes video instruction, practice quizzes, and student and parent reports
Ø Exclusive access to an electronic library of lesson books for the most popular exams and subject tests
Ø College Admissions Course and Planner
Ø 12 online lessons powered by ApplyWise, plus an interactive calendar to stay on top of your college 
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applications

MARKET AND PRODUCT OBJECTIVES

Kaplan Test Preparation programs have a strong brand image that conveys quality and success.  Once established 
in the new market in Turkey, increasing brand image will be the focus of marketing efforts for the next five years. 

 TARGET MARKETS

Growth in the new markets will transpire through a greater emphasis on guaranteed results and increasing brand 
awareness via referral and testimony.  Markets will continue to grow due to the increase of brand awareness 
along with promotional efforts emphasizing overall academic opportunities such as scholarships and study abroad 
programs. 

Kaplan Wildlife Management Solutions will distribute first to Uskudar American Academy, a coed, bilingual 
university widely considered one of the most prestigious and challenging schools in Istanbul.  Ending the first 
year, distribution will continue expanding to cover three more private high schools.  To total all high schools in 
the Istanbul area over the next five years distribution will spread to 5 to 10 new high schools both private and 
public every year.  Allowing sufficient time for Kaplan College Test Preparation programs to adjust their current 
production and distribution plans ensures the brand quality and standards are not compromised.

POINTS OF DIFFERENCE
 

There are existing resources in Turkey for high school students to utilize in order to achieve high scores on the 
college entrance exam.  These resources are provided to public school students for free through government 
programs.  These resources only provide minimal support and are not customized to each student’s needs.  Kaplan 
Test Preparation differs from existing programs in the areas of material origination, customization, and incentives.

  

The major difference between existing resources and Kaplan Test Preparation is that the product will be exported 
directly from the United States.  The resources currently being used are associated with the Turkish government 
and education systems, but are modeled after education systems in the United States.  Kaplan Test Preparation 
lesson materials and training manuals will be manufactured in the United States and then brought into Turkey.  In 
doing this, Turkish students will receive American style education before their peers.

  

Customization will be a key differentiation factor as well.  The existing resources do not allow the students to 
customize their style of studying or type of materials they use.  Kaplan Test Preparation will be more appealing 
to students because they can design a program that meets their needs and ability.  Students will also be able to 
achieve a higher score on their test because they will be able to focus on their weaknesses.

 

Kaplan Test Preparation also provides a guaranteed increased score when the materials are used properly.  The 
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existing resources do not provide any type of guarantee to the students.  Not only will a guarantee of a high score 
be offered, Kaplan will also offer a scholarship to students who meet or exceed a certain score. 

POSITIONING
 
The marketing used for Kaplan Test Preparation will emphasize two main points:  the materials will provide 
American quality education and a higher score is guaranteed.  The Turkish education system mimics the American 
education.  By marketing Kaplan Test Preparation materials as being from America, students will be more inclined 
to use the product in order to be ahead of the learning curve.  Getting into college, especially into the area of study 
the student is interested in, is very competitive in Turkey.  By emphasizing the higher score guarantee, students 
will be drawn to the product as to help achieve their goals.  

SALES AND PRICING

The services and products will be priced similar to the prices in the United States.   The current exchange rate 
of $1:1,5 TL will be applied to convert the price into Turkish Lira.  Additional mark-up is required due to the 
implementation of an agent middle man to handle import and distribution services as well as our partnership with 
local universities that will be providing tutor services and facilities.  

Kaplan estimates that we can negotiate a deal with our agent middleman providing him with 10% of the price of all 
materials shipped into Turkey.  As a result, Study guidebooks will be marked up accordingly.

Additionally, the import fees will cost an estimated $1,063 per container as described in the import regulations 
section.  If each container houses 1,000 prep materials, we will reflect this charge in a price markup of $1 per 
guidebook levied to the end consumer. 

Further along the supply chain, Kaplan envisions an agreement with university partners that provides them with 
15% of the revenues from the classroom test prep and college prep advantage programs to provide them with an 
operating profit and cover the expenses for facilities and any part time tutors. This method of pricing has been 
chosen for Kaplan’s services and products because the markets that are being targeted have disposable income 
to spend on education.  They have interest in bettering themselves and have the means to do so.  Their desire to 
reach a new social class or to travel the world will serve as inspiration to spend the money to ensure a successful 
score on the tests.  The following table details how each of Kaplan’s services and products will be priced in Turkey: 

Service/Product Price
Kaplan Tutor $20 per hour (1.5) = 30 TL per hour (Same as US)
Kaplan Study Guidebook 
with CD

$35+1 (1.1)=$39.6; * (1.5) = 53 TL ($1 shipping markup times 10% 
markup for middleman pmt

Kaplan Online Test 
Preparation

$20 (1.5) = 30 TL
Same as US

Kaplan Classroom Test 
Preparation

$1,400 (1.15)= $1610 *(1.5) = 2,100 TL (US price marked up for 
university partner fee)

Kaplan College Prep $1,000 (1.15)=$1150 * (1.5) = 1,725 TL  (US price marked up for 
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Advantage university partner fee)

IMPLEMENTATION

As part of Kaplan’s initial rollout and entry into the Turkish market, a joint venture will be established between 
Kaplan and Bahcesehir University in Istanbul.  This university has been chosen because of its current ties and 
partnerships with universities in the United States such as Alabama and James Madison as well as its central 
location in the business district of Istanbul and access to wide range of facilities. A significant advantage of entering 
into this joint venture will be the ability to avoid any potential cultural and political landmines by having an 
established partner in the heart of the city.

As part of the implementation, Bahcesehir will identify and select an initial group of tutors who will be trained 
in the Kaplan techniques and upon completion of this training begin conducting tutoring sessions.  Bahcesehir 
will provide the facilities for these initial tutoring sessions and utilize their pool of contacts within the Istanbul 
community to continuously target new enrollees and promote the program’s virtues. Profits attained from 
tutoring fees and sales of course materials will go into paying tutors, reimbursing Bahcesehir for the facilities and a 
negotiated annual fee will be provided to the University from these profits.

LEGAL/POLITICAL REGULATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL IMPORTS

There are very little regulations regarding the importation of finished books for educational purposes, yet there 
are some import considerations that must be taken into account.  According to a report entitled “Doing Business 
in Turkey,” the physical costs of importing by sea from the US per standard 20 foot container are $1,063.  The total 
costs include $280 for document preparation, $200 for customs clearance and technical control, $183 for ports 
and terminal handling and $400 for inland transportation and handling.  The total lead time to account for all these 
processes should be about 15 days.

In addition, while the average tariff rate for nonagricultural products is 5 percent, according to 
www.gumruk.gov.tr, there is no applied tariff to finished books being imported into the country.

Other import considerations include the type of documents required to prepare for importation.  In Turkey, these 
documents include: a bill of lading, cargo release order, certificate of origin, commercial invoice, customs import 
declaration, import license, technical standard/health certificate, and terminal handling receipts. Because of these 
requirements, Kaplan will be employing an agent middleman in Turkey to oversee the importation, inventory, and 
distribution of course prep materials.

LOGISTICS

Kaplan Publishing in New York, New York will manufacture training manuals, lesson materials, and preparatory 
books.   Lesson materials and preparatory books will be printed in Turkish on one side of the page and English on 
the other.  Kaplan publishing will also manufacture the CD-ROMs that will accompany the books.  Once printed, 
the books and CD-ROMs will be packaged in crates and shipped from the United States to the Port of Istanbul on a 
freighter.  Upon arrival in Turkey, trucks will drive the crates to the locations they will be stored in: Kaplan affiliated 
universities in Istanbul as well as the Kaplan’s office in Istanbul. Excess inventory will be stored in outside storage 
units. Kaplan will have a locally established middleman that will provide trusted storage locations for our excess 
inventory. The business nature of Turkey is highly relationship based, thus Kaplan must establish a viable business 
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relationship with a local Turkish citizen. Without a trusted middleman there is a high probability that the company 
will be taken advantage of and our excess inventory won’t be stored in secure locations. The books and materials 
directly ordered from the website will be delivered via Fed-Ex to the customer’s residence. 

Kaplan tutoring services will employ a General Manager and two full time tutors.  Four graduate students from 
partner universities will be hired and trained to tutor part-time by the full time tutors.  Since the website is crucial 
to the success of Kaplan in Turkey we will have multiple logistical tools. The website will at first be run by the 
general manager until company growth and expansion causes the need for a full-time web support employee. 
Both the general manager and the future website technical employee will receive extensive training from the tech 
support at Kaplan headquarters in order to maintain fluidity with the main Kaplan site.  Kaplan will also establish 
Live support in its main office. The Live support will ensure that all of our customers are satisfied with our products 
and services as well as ensure that all customers will receive the timely help and responses they desire. The Live 
support team will answer any website and logistical questions of the Kaplan programs.

The payment terms for books and courses will be cash in advance. Kaplan will receive all of the funds for its 
products and service offerings before they are shipped to the consumer.  A guaranteed test point increase will be 
determined after doing market research.  If students do not make the guaranteed point increase in our courses 
on the standardized tests they will receive their money for the course back.  This will help guarantee the continual 
quality of our product and service offerings.  The currency accepted will be Turkish Leyra, American Dollars, and 
Euros.  The only customs issue to take into consideration is sales tax as these books are educational materials. For 
more detail on import regulations please refer to Legal/Political Regulations for Educational Imports section.

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING EFFORTS

Communications will be focused towards upper-middle class high school students on the European side of Istanbul 
who plan to attend a private public university, but care about their education and want to study at a specific 
university or in a specific field.    Advertising will consist of Facebook fan pages, speakers in high schools, and high 
school newspapers.  Advertisements targeted toward students will use a motivational strategy.  The target market 
is passionate about their education, yet has the resources to pay for perceived quality.  Kaplan will differentiate 
themselves from free government study tools by communicating the quality of instructors.  Communications will 
stress the importance of preparation for placement tests in order to be placed in the career path of their choice.  

The second message that will be communicated is that completion of Kaplan tutoring lessons guarantees students 
a test score increase based on market research or their lesson fee is refunded.  The third message that will be 
conveyed in the advertisements is that scholarships will be awarded to the top twenty scorers and top twenty 
point increases for each graduating class.  The motivated students that would be attracted to Kaplan’s classes will 
be receptive to this type of advertising strategy hopefully pushing them from preference to intent to purchase.

Advertisements targeted towards parents target upper middle class parents who are interested in world events 
and want their children to be as globally marketable as possible.  For this reason advertisements will be placed 
in top area newspapers. These advertisements will also contain the messages about test score guarantees and 
scholarships.  They will utilize an obligatory strategy.  This strategy is designed to bring the urgency of the message 
to life, with hopes that the consumer will act upon it.  It will be communicated that the difference between their 
students being accepted at a great university or studying a subject they truly are passionate may be whether they 
take Kaplan classes or not.  Parents will feel obligated to tutoring materials or classes if they have the resources to 
do so.  
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FUTURE MARKETING EFFORTS

Kaplan predicts that the program in Turkey will grow at an exponential and become an established testing program 
throughout the Turkish educational system. The growth of the program will be slow the first within the first five 
years due to the fact that during this time Kaplan will be establishing its reputation with the Universities, their 
students, and the students parents. Once Kaplan establishes these relationships and word of mouth begins to 
spread to other established educational Universities growth will be imminent. Within fifteen years Kaplan is 
projected to be the top educational testing tool in the country of Turkey. It is projected to be an established name 
in the educational field and a must-have for college-striving Turkish students.  With this projected future growth 
the program will inevitably expand. It will at first be to more partnerships universities and colleges as well as 
expansion to more referrals and seed-programs in local high schools. Kaplan hopes to establish a Kaplan program 
and partnership throughout the educational system in all of Turkey. In order to fully implement this growth 
and to satisfy the growing demand Kaplan will progressively certify more teachers and hire more college-based 
tutors. Moreover, with extensive growth Kaplan will eventually pair with American universities that will accept the 
Turkish college test results. Thus, this tie with American universities will satisfy Turkish students demand as well as 
strengthen the educational and political relationship between America and Turkey. Kaplan could become one of 
the programs that helps establish a stronger civilian link between the American and Turkish culture.  
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APPENDIX

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/tu.html

http://www.kaptest.com/College/SAT/index.html
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